Amazing Super Snow:
Blizzard In A Bucket
BAT-1564 | Ages 4+

It’s a new twist on the old sand bucket.
Add water to a scoop of Amazing Super
Snow Powder® to create an eruption of
snow. Watch it expand 100 times its original
size. Mold the fluffy flakes into a snowball
and freeze it. Comes with a colorful tarp to
keep your Amazing Super Snow Powder®
in place and make clean up easy.

Amazing Super
Snow: 400
gram bag
BAT-191 | Ages 4+

Contains 400 grams of
Amazing Super Snow
Powder®. Case Pack: 6

Amazing
Super
Snow: 70
gram box

Amazing
Amazing
Super Snow: Super Snow:
100 gram jar Test Tube
BAT-189 | Ages 4+
Blister

BAT-1468 | Ages 4+

Makes approximately
two gallons of faux
snow. Use the activity
guide to learn the
science behind the
eruption. Case Pack: 12

Contains 70 grams
of Amazing Super
Snow Powder®.
Case Pack: 6

BAT-121 | Ages 4+

Contains 10 grams
of Amazing Super
Snow Powder®.
Case Pack: 12*

Case Pack: 6

Super
Secret
Test Tubes
Ages 6+

Work with
the Classified
Science Bureau to
unlock the secret
formula. Each tube
contains 3 unique
experiments.

Instant
Flurry

Marble
Mania

Rainbow
Rave

Water
Wackiness

Extreme
Energy

BAT-1243

BAT-1244

BAT-1245

BAT-1246

BAT-1237

Case Pack: 6*

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Be Amazing! Toys

Be Amazing! Toys

Gravity Beads
BAT-1415 | Ages 6+

Frozen Science Lab

MEGA Science Lab

BAT-1429 | Ages 8+

BAT-1701 | Ages 8+

Let’s learn all about snow—inside! 15 cool
experiments that teach all about the properties
of snow. You’ll build perfect fake igloos, make
a rainbow of slush, faux ice cubes and even a
perfect Snowman. Comes with snow molds and
accessories, color tablets, snow tube, water gel,
ice chunks, Amazing Super Snow Powder® and
easy instructions. Case Pack: 6

What do you get when you pull the most
popular science experiments together and
add in some new ones that will blow your
mind? MEGA Science Lab! It’s the ultimate
science kit filled with hours of fun science
learning with family & friends. Case Pack: 6

Brain Tickling Science

Got Ya! Science

BAT-1385 | Ages 8+

BAT-1499 | Ages 8+

Experiments that will really tickle your mind.
Whether you’re launching rings of fog, making
a quicksand clock, or defying gravity with antigravity beads, you’ll experience and engage
with fantastic hands-on science in fun and
creative ways. Case Pack: 6

Prank your friends with this
amazing science kit! Make a
root beer bottle float from a
rope, balance a cup on a moving
car, suspend water upside down,
and much more! Case Pack: 6

The Incredible Vacuum
Chamber
BAT-1589 | Ages 8+

Pump out the air and Be Amazed! Learn
all about what happens to common
household items when the air around
them is removed. What happens to water?
Will your marshmallows expand? This fun
kit teaches kids all about physics and the
air around us. Case Pack: 6

Big Bag of Backyard Science

Weather Lab-in-a-Bag

Test Tube Adventures

Just Add Water

All Season Snowman

Cylinder Science

BAT-1610 | Ages 6+

BAT-1611 | Ages 6+

BAT-171 | Ages 8+

BAT-1464 | Ages 8+

BAT-1427 | Ages 4+

BAT-1463 | Ages 8+

More than 15 amazing activities in one bag!
Learn the secret of the giant test tube! Play
with touchable bubbles - they don’t pop!
Learn how to mold plastic by making your
own super bouncing ball. Make up to 20 feet
of slimy, gooey Insta-Worms™. Write secret
messages with disappearing ink. Case Pack: 6

Explore the science of polymers.
You’ll learn that polymers are
in everyday items in your house
and learn how to reveal a secret
message, make water flow uphill,
and even make water disappear.

Why wait for a blizzard to build a snowman?
With this “cool” kit you’ll get snowball molds
and a batch of Amazing Super Snow Powder®
to make your own snowman. Simply fill the molds
with Amazing Super Snow Powder® and pop them
in the freezer for a few hours and you’re ready to
build. The kit even comes with a carrot nose, hat,
and eyes to bring your snowman to life. Case Pack: 6

Use a scientist’s most common
tool, the graduated cylinder, to
dive into the bubbling, fizzing,
foaming world of science.

Explore your backyard and learn about the
science around you. Over 50 activities to
encourage kids to get outside and explore
nature. Learn how plants grow, create a
butterfly feeder, make your own fossil and
much more. Reusable bag. Take it everywhere!
Case Pack: 6
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All it takes is a little jumpstart
from you and this long string
of beads literally pulls itself out
of a container. Watch closely
because 20 feet (6 m) of beads
empties from the container in a
flash! These beads are a fantastic
and colorful introduction to
physics. They are a quick,
easy, and spectacular science
demonstration. Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com

Rain or shine, explore the science behind
weather. Go outside and learn all about what
makes certain weather patterns happen. This
fun kit contains 20 activities to learn all about
forecasting and take that knowledge outside.
Learn how to read a thermometer, measure
wind speed and how to keep track of your
findings. Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Shocking Science Lab

Energy Rod

BAT-1431 | Ages 6+

BAT-1230 | Ages 8+

Let’s learn how to complete a human
circuit. Touch one end of the Energy
Rod to make it light up. Experiment
by joining hands with others and
experience the low static that flows
through all of your bodies! There are
different experiments included and
complete instructions. Comes in a
Try Me box. Case Pack: 6

Do you think you are electric? Do your
friends get a “charge” out of you? Does
your body transmit electricity? Use our
new Energy Rod™ to find out. Hold it in
your hands and see if it lights up and
makes noise. Try it with two people,
three people, four or more! Teaches
about conductivity and circuits.
Case Pack: 12

Inter-Active Human Body
BAT-1604 | Ages 8+

Discover and learn the secrets of the
Interactive Human Body. This 14” tall
posable model comes with removable
organs and muscles to teach you jaw
dropping secrets of the incredible
human machine. Case Pack: 4

Blippi My First Science Kit:
Sink or Float

Blippi My First Science Kit:
Colors

BAT-1700 | Ages 3+

BAT-1616 | Ages 3+

Blippi has so much fun exploring his world.
Now kids can learn all about why some objects
sink and some float! Easy to use with lots of
activities to discover! Case Pack: 6

Let’s learn all about our colors with Blippi!
You’ll learn to mix colors to make new ones
and other activities. Teaches measurement
and basic math. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

